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CONTENT

THE NEW RENAISSANCE 
how ART, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY synergy is applied in
educational, scientific, cultural, social and international context ?

Re:LOGIA IMPACT on EVOLUTION
how ART SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY synergies impact on
Human Sensation, Emotion and Perception?
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PRESENTATORS 

Typical time slot for the oral talks will be 20 minutes + 5 minutes for questions and discussion.   

The abstracts of the proposed talks have to be submitted to the Organizing Committee before 
15 October.
Within a few days of receiving your online abstract submission, we will notify you of the review-
ers' acceptance or rejection for the conference.
If we inform you that it is an acceptance and you would like to publish your research, follow the 
model format here and email us your formatted abstract or full manuscript in Microsoft Word. 
You may do so up to a few weeks after the conference.
Abstracts and summarized articles will be published in the proceedings entitled ……
The proceedings are in electronic format since this makes it easier to disseminate the articles 
(click here for a sample article) to international scholars.
Authors will receive complimentary access to the online issue in which their work appears. Au-
thors who prefer a hard copy may download an entire issue on their own computer and publish 
and order a hard copy of it.
There is no page limit on articles. We welcome both short and lengthy submissions. We don't 
impose a financial penalty on lengthy manuscripts.
Each registered author, irrespective of whether he or she submits a formatted manuscript for 
publication, will receive a Certificate of Participation at the conference.

Powerpoint Presentations
At the conference, the presentation room will be equipped with a laptop, a digital projector and 
a projector screen. The laptop will be set up for Powerpoint presentations. Linux and Mac users 
are asked to save their presentations in a compatible format.

CONTEXT 

The development of human knowledge and the evolution of human consciousness while pushing the 
frontiers of Art and Science unveil the truly complemental nature of Creativity, with an interplay of 
notions, ideas and tools. Art questions the personal experience of understanding and Science ques-
tions the personal understanding of experience. Technology, while originating from Science, perme-
ates Art more and more, engendering the emersion of unexpected novel artistic concepts that ven-
ture into unexplored horizons of human spirit and mind. In the footsteps of Leonardo da Vinci, "to de-
velop a complete mind: Study the Science of Art; Study the Art of Science. Learn how to see. Realize 
that everything connects to everything else.”

PURPOSE 

Art & Science conference Re:LOGIA is presenting examples of the synthesis of different intelligenc-
es. Its aim is to transcend the single perspective of a discipline into a plural transdisciplinary horizon 
for development, providing an overview on the global Art & Science movement and its impact on cul-
ture and education. The conference aims to set up strategic collaborations and partnerships aligned 
with Re:LOGIA ideology - to discover and create new and better ways of evolving innovation knowl-
edge.

* Re:LOGIA | definition - Re: from Renaissance,revivial of the complementarity potential of Art & Science & Tech-
nology ref to Person who has a broad range of intellectual interest and to a Processas Synergy of broad range of 
disciplines. LOGIA  concept, science.

Re: LOGIA *conference is designed as an interdisciplinary communication platform of the new Cul-
ture with dynamic & hybrid infrastructure we live in today – the new Renaissance. 
The pillars of Culture - Art, Science and Technology - brought together in a variety of aspects by re-
searchers from diverse cultures, nationalities, and intellectual disciplines. Re: LOGIA platform acts as 
an integrative communication and creative instrument for these multiple intelligences embodied in 
both - the Renaissance Person and Process. 

Re: LOGIA Exhibition is showing new forms of Art emerging from this triple symbiosis.
Interactive Art & Science exhibition will communicate the new Re:naissance paradigm through 
interactive artefacts. 
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CALL FOR PAPERS

ORGANISATION & COLLABORATION 

ABOUT 

TRANSDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION

The mutual opening of Art, Science and Technology to each other marks the revival of the Renais-
sance ideas and spirit. We have the priviledge to witness the advent of this New Renaissance and 
the chance to contribute to its establishment by fostering this intellectual and creative trinity in 
research, education, cultural and social life.

By embracing the power of communication, Re:LOGIA  is building an international network of 
institutions and people working on the abundance of harmonious integrations of Art & Science. 
Leading and rising artists and scientists will present their views and developments of this power-
fully emerging movement.  For the wider audience, the conference will host an interactive Art & 
Science exhibition that will communicate through experience this new Re:naissance paradigm.

We are bringing together researchers from diverse cultures, nationalities, and intellectual disci-
plines, chosen for eminence in art, the natural and social sciences, working on a broad range of 
areas in different hot topics in the world of art and science. The program includes talks by distin-
guished speakers with the most recent results of ongoing research and application around the 
world. We will discuss mutual ideas in solving some of the most important art and science ques-
tions of today.  Re:LOGIA activities seek to address global visions of sustainable development 
and explored alternative theories that effectively translate Art & Science & Technology activity 
and concepts into sustainable models with social, educational and cultural impact. The confer-
ence aims to rediscover the language of mutual understanding between the two realms of human 
Knowledge: Art & Science in the light of the rapid and radical changes that transform life para-
digms. We aim to implement and manage programs that engage people with real ideas and solu-
tions with effective power to change the world. 

COLLABORATION

Re:LOGIA 2016 International Conference & Exhibition on Art & Science & Technol-
ogies is organized by Art & Science research foundation “Re:” in collaboration with:

National Palace of Cultue ( Sofia, BG ) 
National Academy of the Art  ( Sofia, BG ) 
Music Academy  ( Sofia, BG ) 
Sofia University  ( Sofia, BG ) 
Sofia Municipality ( Sofia, BG ) 
Art @ CMS, CERN (Geneva, SW) 
MA Art and Science, Central Saint Martins,University of Arts London, (London, UK) 
Hybryd Platform , Art & Science & Business, Kunst Universitat (Berlin, D)

The conference will be held in Bulgaria, Sofia in the National Palace of Culture.

Re: LOGIA application 
CRITERIA

SCIENCE IMPACT  
AST transdisciplinary Integration

EDUCATION IMPACT 
AST innovative education

SOCIAL & CULTURAL IMPACT 
AST communication 

INTERNATIONAL IMPACT
AST international teams and outreach

ART & SCIENCE RESEARCH FOUNDATION  Re: 

is set to develop an unique multidisciplinary platform, acting as a scalable infrastructure 
to research, apply and integrate Art & Science & Innovation knowledge. 
Its purpose is to create the conditions for the interplay of various intelligences. This multi- 
disciplinary approach is set to discover an additional level of understanding and experi-
ence of human potential with focus on emotion. The experiential approach for each pro-
ject is concerned with extending our ability to comprehend and empathize with the rela-
tively abstract elements that science allows us to understand as vital building blocks of 
our being, experience and perception of reality. The different projects will enable re-
sponders to perceive abstract scientific entities as significant experience and thus achieve 
a sustainable powerful social and educational impact. The application of this new integra-
tive paradigm will result in qualitative and quantitative enrichment and of public aware-
ness on Science, Culture & Responsible Research and Innovation. “Re:” partners include 
higher education institutions, science research centers, innovation hubs, NGOs, SMEs 
and others.

VENUE

The conference will be held at the National Palace of Culture (abbreviated as NDK, 
from its Bulgarian name), in the center of the capital Sofia.
The main conference hall seats 400, so seats for this conference are limited!
read more

GETTING THERE

Sofia’s international airport has good direct flights to most cities in Western-Eu-
rope and many major cities around the world. The airport is a short 15 minute car 
ride from the center of the city, and has good metro and public transport connec-
tions.

STAYING IN SOFIA

There are good 5-star and 4-star hotels, with prices ranging from €90 to €125 a 
night, within walking distance of the conference venue. Most of the hotels are 
located along the metro line, further shortening the walk from the hotel to the 
venue. Lodging in 3-star and 2-star hotels within walking distance at price ranges 
from €20 to €50 a night is also available. 
erence will be held in Bulgaria, Sofia in the National Palace of Culture.

STAY TUNED  LINKS TO TWITTER & FACEBOOK                   EMAIL UPDATES email subscription form                         COTACT US info@relogia.net  +359 893 655 656

BECOME a SPEAKER at Re:LOGIA 21-23 November 2016
send us your papers before September 1, 2016, 

We are looking for Re:naissance projects  - embodying the intersection/synthesis 
of Art, Science and Technology with cultural, scientific and educational impact.
We are looking for scientists, artists and technologists - both individuals and 
teams, whose creative work combines scientific disciplines with innovative disci-
plines in technology and art. 
For the Re: LOGIA Exhibition  - the above focused specifically in interactive tech-
nology  & wearable technology. (ex: big data, robotics, internet of things and any 
artistic discipline in which technology plays a major role.)

Re: LOGIA provides: 
international AST NETWORK of transdisciplinary researchers and professionals
PUBLICATION in an exquisite Re: LOGIA 2016 ISSUE
partial FUNDING on a competitive curated selection of applicants

please see Terms & Conditions for further information and application procedure.

For information about the schedule, current list of confirmed speakers, sponsors 
and gallery floor plan and current availability please contact: 
application@ relogia.net

LOCATION

CONTACT US

o The conference will be held during 21 to 23 November 2016
o Arrival date – 20 November
o Departure – 24 November
o Registration dead line – 15 October, 2016
o Abstract submission dead line – 15 October, 2016
o Application for participation in the exhibition – before 30 September.
o Email your manuscript formatted in line with this template  to info@relogia.net 
        after your online submission is accepted and before 25 December, 2016
o The proceedings will be published in late January 2017

EXIBITORS

A one-week interactive exhibition will be organized in parallel with the 
conference. It will be open for wide public. The participants wishing to 
present their works in the exhibition should send before 30 Septem-
ber a short description of the installation, pictures of it, list of technical 
requirements and drawings with exact dimensions.  The authors will 
be responsible for transportation of their works to and back from 
Sofia, their installation at the exhibition halls and their running (in case 
it is needed).  The organizing committee will inform the selected au-
thors before 15 October.
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